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Companies to Market RiT's PatchView™ in conjunction with Krone's PremisNET®Solution
Tel-Aviv, Israel and Denver, Colorado - May 18th, 2004 - Krone, a global leader in structured cabling,
and RiT Technologies Ltd. (NASDAQ: RITT), the pioneer of Intelligent Physical Layer Management Solutions
(IPLMS), announced today that the two companies have established a strategic alliance in order to jointly
bring to market an IPLMS solution based on Krone's structured cabling system and RiT's PatchView IPLMS.
"Increasingly, end-user organizations are looking to reduce the long-term cost of network ownership, due
to poor manual records and the ongoing cost of moves and changes with consequential unplanned and
accidental downtime," observed Ron Lowy, CEO of Krone. "By combining the quality and reliability of
Krone's structured cabling products with the field proven intelligent physical layer management system
based on RiT technology as well as our World First CopperTen UTP 10 Gigabit system, we will give Krone
customers an unrivalled total physical layer solution."
"We are proud that Krone has joined the growing number of industry leaders who have recognized the value
of the PatchView solution and our experience in this field," said Liam Galin, President and CEO of RiT.
"Krone, and RiT are natural partners; both have identified the importance of the physical layer as the
foundation of today's sophisticated networks for both carrier and enterprise customers. Intelligent
Physical Layer Management Solutions are becoming more and more mainstream in the IT world. Krone is a
global leader in structured cabling and network connectivity and we look forward to working with them
closely to service their customers."
The two companies will jointly bring to market a complete solution that offers medium to large
enterprises the ability to reduce the total cost of network ownership and extract maximum benefits within
tight operating budgets. By accurately monitoring the connectivity of the entire network in real-time,
the solution enables efficient planning, implementation and documentation of daily network operations,
which translates into improved control, efficiency, utilization of network resources and security.
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About Krone
With an installed base of over 10 billion fault-free connections throughout the world, Krone is a global
leader in infrastructure cabling and connectivity solutions for datacoms and telecoms networks.
From its beginnings in Berlin 76 years ago (1928), Krone has expanded to become a truly global company
with 11 manufacturing sites, 23 subsidiaries, 36 international business units and 80 distributors - which
specify and deliver Krone solutions throughout 175 countries to virtually every major PTT, to the
Pentagon, the UK Houses of Parliament, airports such as Heathrow and Hong Kong, and thousands of other
landmark sites.
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On March 25th 2004 ADC Telecommunications reached an agreement with Gentek Inc. to acquire the Krone
Group. The acquisition of Krone is a major step in transforming the company into the global leader in
providing network infrastructure solutions.
About RiT Technologies
RiT Technologies pioneered the development of intelligent physical layer solutions, designed to provide
superior control, utilization and maintenance of networks. RiT's innovative solutions help Enterprise and
Carrier customers capitalize on network investments and reduce cost of ownership.
With a global sales network spanning 60 countries, and over 2.5 million managed ports installed, RiT's
key customers include many FORTUNE 500 companies such as major financial institutions, corporations and
global telecommunications companies like: Deutsche Telekom, TELMEX, TELENOR, The New York Mercantile
Exchange (NYMEX), ING Barings, INVESCO, DIAGEO, Daewoo, and Reuters.
Safe Harbor statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995:
This release contains forward looking statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties, including,
but not limited to, the impact of competitive products and pricing, product demand and market acceptance,
new product development, reliance on key strategic alliances, availability of raw materials, the
regulatory environment, fluctuations in operating results and other risks detailed from time to time in
the Company's filings with the Securities Exchange Commission.
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